WALL & CEILING COVERING

Fleet FR | 7200282FR | light grey

The robust, hard wearing properties of Fleet FR
wall and ceiling covering, meets the demands of
high traffic rail environments that require long
lasting performance and ease of maintenance.

•	Durable, high quality polyester fibres
•	EN45545-2 (R1) : HL2*
•	Reduces ambient noise, making it ideal
for use in places that require a tranquil
atmosphere and a minimum of noise
distraction – sound absorption
4000 Hz : αw = 0.25
•	Lightweight at 550g/m2**
•	Self-adhesive backing allows for quick
and easy installation, saving time
and money
•	Custom colouration can match NCS/RAL
colours, to complement any design scheme

Please ensure that ‘FR’ is
clearly noted on all orders.
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*(EN45545-2 testing has been carried out on a variety
of different substrates. For details on all specific test
results please email Forbo at transport@forbo.com
**This weight includes adhesive.
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Fleet FR

Fleet FR is available in the 8 colourways as
shown below or can be manufactured in
custom colourways to match any
NCS/RAL reference.

7200283FR | cream

LRV 34

7200213FR | beige

7200286FR | red

7200282FR | light grey

LRV 31

7200208FR | olive

LRV 11

7200201FR | slate

LRV 11

7200227FR | violet

LRV 5

LRV 20

LRV 6

Fleet FR | 7200282FR | light grey

Fleet FR | 7200213FR | beige

Description

Wall and ceiling covering

Dimensions

ISO 24341

Roll width 2 m
Roll length 25 lm

Thickness
(under 0.1 kPa)

NF EN 29073-2

3mm

Weight with adhesive NF EN 29073-1

550g/m2 **

Composition

NF ISO 1833-11

Polyester fibres + PSA rubber
based adhesive

Peeling strength
(N/mm)

NF EN 1372

≥ 0.5

Resistance to pilling
(Lisson Test)

NF EN ISO 12951
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Collection size
Impact noise
reduction

8
NF EN ISO 717-2

Tested flammability
EN 45545-2 (R1)
standard

7200202FR | mercury

LRV 7

ΔLw = 17 dB
HL2*

*EN45545-2 (R1) testing has been carried out on various different substrates.
This is the highest achieved result. Please ask for a full overview of specific results
on different substrates by emailing transport@forbo.com
**This weight includes adhesive.
Please note: Digital representations may vary from actual product.
Please order a physical sample to see the full effect by emailing:
transport@forbo.com
Full technical specifications are available on page 73.
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